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Abstract
This paper deals with the observability of a class of switched systems
with Zeno phenomenon or high switching frequency. Particularly, three
observability forms are proposed and the observability for each form with
knowledge of filtered switching signal is analyzed. Meanwhile, sufficient
and necessary conditions for the existence of a diffeomorphism to transform a class of switched systems into one of such forms are presented.
Examples and simulations are given at the end to highlight the theoretical results.
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Introduction

Even though Zeno phenomenon is due to the high abstraction when modeling
physical systems [22], it is still interesting to analyze the observability and design
an observer for system with Zeno behavior, since some physical systems may
have behavior close to Zeno. On the other hand, the work concerning about
the observability for systems with Zeno behavior can also be adopted to analyze
that of systems with high switching frequency.
Since at least fifty years ago, some particular types of Zeno phenomenon have
been studied [8, 9, 11, 17]. The first order sliding mode [20] and the high order
sliding mode [7, 16] have been largely applied in control and observer design
for many years, and correspondingly, by considering solutions of differential
equations in the sense of Fillipov [2], the main property of sliding mode is the
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convergence of the system behavior in finite time under some controllability (or
observability) matching conditions [6, 19].
In [1], the Zeno phenomenon is categorized to “Chattering” and “Genuinely”
Zeno. Analytically, the Chattering Zeno corresponds to both of the first order
sliding mode and the high order sliding mode on the sliding manifold, while
Genuinely Zeno corresponds to the high order sliding mode just before reaching
the sliding manifold [16, 19]. From this point of view, this paper presents
observability conditions for switched system with Zeno phenomenon through
both sliding mode and normal form approaches.
For the sake of simplicity, output switches and continuous state jumps are
not considered in this paper 1 . Let us consider the following class of switched
system S:
(
ẋ = fq (x)
(1)
y = h(x)
where x(t) ∈ U ⊂ Rn is the state, y(t) ∈ R is the measured output, vector
fields fq : U → Rn , q ∈ Q = {1, ..., N } and function h : U → R are sufficiently
smooth for each q. The discrete state q may be driven by a switching function
σ : R → Q.
From geometrical view point, through a diffeomorphism z = φ(x), one can
transform the switched system S into some observability forms, i.e. some new
system S ′ , with following expression:
(
ż = gq (z)
(2)
y = z1
where z(t) ∈ V ⊂ Rn is the new state, vector fields gq : V → Rn with q ∈ Q,
and z1 is the first new state.
In this paper, two basic observability forms are proposed [21]: the first
basic observability form is directly inspired by the observer matching condition,
and the second basic observability form is by differential geometric results [15,
14]. Moreover, Henstock-Kurzweil (HK) integral [12] is considered instead of
the notion of Lebesgue integral, since HK integral much more general than
Riemman and Lebesgue integral. Consequently, the analytical representation
of the switching signal would be more suitable for special discontinuous signals,
for instance the infinite switching signal. Meanwhile, the two basic forms can
be easily extended to a more general form, called the “extended observability
form”. Specifically, we denote S ′ (1), S ′ (2), S ′ (3) the first basic, the second basic
and the extended observability form.
In order to deal with the observability of system S, the following assumption
for each subsystem is needed throughout this paper.
Assumption 1
Regularly Weakly Locally Observable for Subsystems: For each q ∈ Q the pair
1 The bouncing ball can be treated as a particular switched system with state jump at the
switching time.
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(y, fq ) is Regularly Weakly Locally Observable2 (RWLO), i.e. rank{dLjf h, j =
0, ..., n − 1} = n.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, three observability forms are
proposed and their corresponding conditions for the existence of a diffeomorphism which transforms the switched system into one of such forms are given. In
section 3, the observability for the considered system is analyzed. Simulations
are given in section 4.

2

Observability forms and conditions for existence of a diffeomorphism

In this section, three observability forms are presented respectively. Although
the first two basic observability forms have already been discussed in [21], a new
extended observability form with more general form is given here and moreover,
the proofs for the theorems are rearranged. On the other hand, one approach
to find the required vector fields in the theorems is given (see Remark 1).

2.1

First basic observability form

The first basic observability form is inspired by observer matching condition,
and its vector field gq is written as follows:
S ′ (1) :

gq (z) = Ann z + Bn χ(z)

(3)

where Ann is a n × n superior nilpotent Jordan matrix, written as


0 1


.


0 ..

Ann = 


..

. 1
0 n×n
Bn = (0, 0, . . . 1)T and χq (z) ∈ R.
Theorem 1 Under Assumption 1, there exists a diffeomorphism z = φ(x)
which transforms the system S into S ′ (1) if and only if
Lf∆κ,ν Li−1
fκ h = 0,

∀κ, ν ∈ Q and ∀i ∈ {1, . . . n − 1}

(4)

where f∆κ,ν (x) = fκ (x) − fν (x) with κ, ν ∈ Q.
2 The classical locally weakly observability proposed in [13] considers the infinite derivatives, while we add regularity with considering just the first n − 1 derivatives in the rank
condition in this paper.
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2.2

Second basic observability form

The second basic observability form, i.e. S ′ (2), is inspired by the geometrical
results [15, 14], and its vector field gq is written as follows:
S ′ (2) :

gq (z) = α(z) + γq (z1 )

(5)

where vector fields α : V → Rn , γq : R → Rn .
Theorem 2 There exists a diffeomorphism z = φ(x) which can transform the
system S into system S ′ (2), if and only if there exists a family of linearly independent vector fields {τ1 , ...τn } such that
1. dh · τ1 = 1
2. dh · τi = 0, ∀i ∈ {2, ..., n}
3. [τi , τj ] = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ {1, ..., n} × {1, ..., n}
4. [τi , f∆κ,ν ] = 0, ∀i ∈ {2, ..., n}, ∀κ, ν ∈ Q
The dynamical systems characterized by the theorem of Krener and Isidori
in [15] would fulfill conditions of Theorem 2. It is worth to mention that the
class which satisfies conditions of the Theorem 2 is larger than the class which
satisfies the theorem of Krener and Isidori, since the fact that we avoid a linear
condition for α. In Example 1, an academic system which satisfies conditions
of Theorem 2 will be given, but it does not satisfy conditions of the theorem in
[15].
Remark 1 The previous theorems does not guarantee the uniqueness of vector fields τ . One method to calculate the vector fields τ is using the following
induction method: one can first find the vector field τ1 according to condition
dh · τ1 = 1, then for τi , i ∈ {2, ..., n}, it can be found according to conditions that
• a) dLi−1
fq h · τi = 1;
• b) dLjfq h · τi = 0, ∀j < i;
• c) [τj , τi ] = 0, ∀j < i.
For the extended observability form presented in the following subsection, the
previous method also can be adopted to calculate the vector fields needed in the
theorems. Example 1 and 2 are using this method to find such vector fields.
Example 1 Define the dynamics of system S as below
 x1 +x2

x1
x1 −x2 + x1 −x2 µ(q, x)
fq (x) =
+x2
2
− xx11 −x
− x1x−x
µ(q, x)
2
2
h(x) = x1 + x2

4

(6)

where µ(q, x) = x1 x2 − (x1 + x2 )3 + q(x1 + x2 ) and q ∈ {1, 2}. f∆ (x) =
T
+x2
f1 (x) − f2 (x) = xx11 −x
(x1 , x2 ) and dh = dx1 + dx2 . Then τ1 can be calculated
2
1
∂
∂
τ1 = x1 −x
(x1 ∂x
− x2 ∂x
); On the other hand, dLfq h = (x2 − 3(x1 + x2 )2 +
2
1
2
∂
∂
1
q)dx1 + (x1 − 3(x1 + x2 )2 + q)dx2 which implies τ2 = x1 −x
(− ∂x
+ ∂x
).
2
1
2
Afterwards, it can be easily verified that such vector fields τ1 , τ2 coincide with
conditions in Theorem 2.
Meanwhile the diffeomorphism can be given as z = φ(x) = (x1 + x2 , x1 x2 )T ,
through which the original switched system defined by (6) can be transformed to
the form of S ′ (2), written as

 ż1 = z2 − z13 + qz1
ż2 = −z1
(7)

y = z1

2.3

Extended observability form

Then we can easily extend the two basic observability forms to a more general
form, called the “extended observability form”, i.e. S ′ (3), and its vector field
gq can be written as follows:
 1

gq (ξ, η)
S ′ (3) : gq (z) =
(8)
gq2 (ξ, η)
where ξ ∈ V1 ⊂ Rr , η ∈ V2 ⊂ Rn−r and z = (ξ, η)T ; gq1 (ξ, η) = Arr ξ +Br χq (ξ, η)
with Arr a r × r superior nilpotent Jordan matrix, and Br = (0, ..., 0, 1)T ∈ Rr ;
gq2 (ξ, η) = α(ξ, η) + γq (ξ) with vector fields α : V1 × V2 → Rn−r , γq : V1 → Rn−r ,
χq : V1 × V2 → R. The parameter r is the relative degree of the original system
when considering q as an input.
Moreover, if 1 ≤ r < n, χq has the following form χq (ξ, η) = α0 (ξ, η) + γq0 (ξ)
with α0 : V1 × V2 → R and γq0 : V1 → R; but if r = n, χq does not have this
form and the extended form S ′ (3) degenerates into the first basic form S ′ (1).
Theorem 3 There exists a diffeomorphism φ(x) which can transform the system S into the system S ′ (3), if and only if ∀κ, ν ∈ Q
1. Lf∆κ,ν Li−1
fκ h(x) = 0, where ∀i ∈ {1, ..., r − 1};
2. there exist n − r independent vector fields {τ1 , ..., τn−r }, such that
(a) dLi−1
fκ h · τj = 0, i ∈ {1, ..., r}, j ∈ {1, ..., n − r};
(b) [τi , τj ] = 0, i, j ∈ {1, ..., n − r};
(c) [τi , f∆κ,ν ] = 0, i ∈ {1, ..., n − r}.
where 0 < r ≤ n.
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Example 2 The dynamics of system S is now given by:


x2 + x3 − µ(q, x)
x
+x
x
2
µ(q, x) 
fq (x) =  x22 −x33 + x2 −x
3
x2 +x3
x3
− x2 −x3 − x2 −x3 µ(q, x)

(9)

h(x) = x1 + x2 + x3

where µ(q, x) = x2 x3 − (x2 + x3 )3 + q(x
 2 + x3 ), q ∈ {1, 2} and f∆ (x) = f1 (x) −
x2 +x3
∂
∂
∂
f2 (x) = x2 −x3 − ∂x1 +x2 ∂x2 − x3 ∂x3 . Then condition 1) can be easily verified

with r = 2. Then, dLrfq h = (x3 − 3(x2 + x3 )2 + q)dx2 , (x2 − 3(x2 + x3 )2 + q)dx3 ,
and according to Remark 1, the only restriction for τ1 becomes to dLrfq h · τ1 = 1,
1
∂
so we can find τ1 = − x2 −x
( ∂ − ∂x
), which verifies conditions 2a), 2b), and
3 ∂x2
3
2c).
T
Consequently, there exists a diffeomorphism φ defined as z = φ(x) = (x1 + x2 + x3 , x2 + x3 , x2 x3 )
and it can transform system S to S ′ (3) written as below

ż1 = z2



ż2 = z3 − z23 + qz2
(10)
ż3 = −z2



y = z1

2.4

Proofs for theorems

Proof 1 (1. Proof of Theorem 3) Sufficiency:
Condition 1) implies that the relative degree is r. According to the theory of
nonlinear feedback for SISO system in [14], the following function φ1 : U → V1

T
φ1 = h(x), Lfκ h(x), . . . , Lr−1
h(x)
fκ

is of rank r such that the first r states in the new coordinate frame ξ = φ1 (x) ∈
V1 are with the form of (gq )1 (ξ).
Condition 2b) implies that there exists a smooth function φ2 : U → V2
φ2 = (η1 (x), η2 (x), . . . , ηn−r (x))

T

such that
dηi · τi
dηi · τj

=
=

1, ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n − r}
0, ∀i, j ∈ {1, ..., n − r}, and i 6= j.

Moreover, condition 2a) implies that the one form dφ1 is independent to the one
form dφ2 , and one can set that φ = (φ1 , φ2 )T is a diffeomorphism defined from
U → V1 × V2 such that


∂
dφ1
φ∗ (τi ) := dφ · τi =
· τi =
dφ2
∂ηi
6

According to the transformation of Lie bracket by mean of addiffeomorphism,
we have

∂
φ∗ (f∆κ,ν ) = [φ∗ (τi ), φ∗ (f∆κ,ν )] = 0 ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n − r}
∂ηi
where φ∗ represents the Jacobian Matrix.
This result means that in the new coordinate frame, we obtain
φ∗ (f∆κ,ν ) =

n−r
X

ϕi (ξ)

i=1

∂
∂ηi

gq2 (ξ, η),

which means that η̇ is in the form
and also χq has the form χq (ξ, η) =
α0 (ξ, η) + γq0 (ξ).
Necessity: If r = n, the form S ′ (3) will degenerate into the first basic form
S ′ (1), and suppose there exists a diffeomorphism z = φ(x) which can transforms
the system S into the form S ′ (1).
One can easily conclude that the form S ′ (1) satisfies Assumption 1 and (4).
h̃ = 0
Lf˜∆κ,ν Li−1
f˜
κ

where f˜q = Ann z + Bn χq (z), f˜∆κ,ν = f˜κ − f˜ν , and h̃ = z1 .
Obviously, it has
 −1
∂φ
f q |x =
f˜q |z=φ(x)
∂x
where fq |x denotes function fq in x coordinate system. Consequently,
Lf∆κ,ν Li−1
fκ h = Lf˜∆

κ,ν

Li−1
h̃ = 0
f˜
κ

If 1 ≤ r < n then suppose that there exists a diffeomorphism φ(x) which
′
transforms
 S into S (3). Let’s write ξ = φ1 (x) ′∈ V1 and η = φ2 (x) ∈ V2 , where
φ1
φ = φ2 . From the first part of dynamics of S (3), it can be concluded that the
relative degree is r which implies condition 1). Then denote a set of vector fields
 −1
π := {π1 , ..., πn } the columns of ∂φ
and define another set of vector fields
∂x

{τ1 , ..., τn−r }, where τi = πr+i . Obviously, conditions 2a) and 2b) are satisfied
with vector fields τi such that [τi , πj ] = 0, ∀i, j.
Consider the (ξ, η) coordinate frame, there exists a set of functions ϕκ,ν
i (ξ) ∈
R, such that
n−r
X κ,ν
∂
∂
0
ϕi (ξ)
f∆κ,ν |(ξ,η) =
+ γ∆
(ξ)
(11)
κ,ν
∂ηi
∂ξr
i=1
0
where γ∆
(ξ) = γκ0 (ξ) − γν0 (ξ) with κ, ν ∈ Q.
κ,ν
Then, rewrite equation (11) in original x coordinate frame

f∆κ,ν |x =

n−r
X

0
ϕκ,ν
i (ξ)τi + γ∆κ,ν (ξ)πr |ξ=φ1 (x)

i=1

which implies condition 2c).
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Proof 2 (2. Proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2) When r = n, it is just
the case of form S ′ (1) and Theorem 1 can be easily proved by setting r = n in
Theorem 3.
While if r = 1, condition 1) is not valid any more and it degenerates into
the form S ′ (2), meanwhile, if setting z1 = h(x), associating with condition 2a)
in Theorem 3, one will obtain the same conditions in Theorem 2. Consequently,
Theorem 2 can also be proved by setting r = 1 and providing just one additional
condition z1 = h(x).

3

Observability analysis

Before analyzing the observability of the system S, it is important to emphasize that instead of the full knowledge of the discrete state q, only the partial
knowledge - the value of the filtered discrete state (often a low pass filter) can be
obtained. This is due to the fact that the sensor normally has relative low speed
comparing to the switching frequency considered in this paper, since it’s Zeno
(or high switching frequency). In practice, a low pass filter F is often adopted
before the sensor, and the passed signal, denote qF , can be approximated as the
time average of discrete state q, while the oscillations written as q − qF cannot
pass the filter F , see Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Diagram of switched system and its observer; The discrete state q
(left plot) and its filtered value qF (right plot).
What if the exact switching signal is not available but its filtered value can
be captured? Before answer this question, let us recall some conceptions on
integral.

3.1

Recall of Henstock-Kurzweil Integral and its implications for Zeno

Henstock-Kurzweil integral (H-K integral) [4, 12], also known as the gauge integral, is particularly a generalization of the well-known Riemann integral.
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Definition 1 (Riemann (respectively H-K) integrable) A number I is called
the Riemann integral (respectively the H-K integral) of f : [a, b] → R if for each
constant ε > 0, there exists a constant δ (respectively a function δ : [a, b] → R+ ),
such that whenever n is a positive integer and t0 , t1 , ..., tn and s1 , s2 , ..., sn are
some numbers satisfying
a = t0 ≤ s1 ≤ t1 ≤ s2 ≤ t2 ≤ ... ≤ sn ≤ tn = b
and ti −ti−1 < δ (respectively ti −ti−1 < δ(si )) for all i, then |I −
ε.

Pn

i=1

f (si )(ti − ti−1 )| <

Apparently, the only difference between Riemann integral and H-K integral
is that the gauge δ in H-K integral is a function of si instead of constant value
in Riemann integral. Taking a more general form of the gauge δ (instead of δ
constant) yields a rich class of possible integrands and permits to obtain that
Riemann integrable functions ⊂ Lebesgue integrable functions ⊂ H-K
integrable functions
To make the problem much simpler, without loss of generality, we assume
that system S is affine with respect to the discrete state q, hence γq (y) = γ(y)q.
Meanwhile define
ṗ , γ(y)(q − qF )
(12)
Then, according to the characteristics of Zeno phenomenon, such as the Chattering Zeno (i.e. after some time the dwell time is exactly equal to zero) or the
Genuinely Zeno (i.e. the dwell time is never equal to zero) [1], we can make the
following assumption:
Assumption 2 The switching terms γ(y)q and γ(y)qF are both H-K integrable
over [t0 , t1 ] ⊂ R+ , where [t0 , t1 ] is the interval with Zeno phenomenon or high
switching frequency.
Assumption 2 implies that γ(y)(q − qF ) is H-K integrable, hence, ∀ ε > 0,
it has
Z t
kpk = sup
γ(y)(q − qF )dτ < ε
(13)
t∈[t0 ,t1 ]

t0

where t1 > t0 ≥ 0, t ∈ [t0 , t1 ] and the integration is in the sense of H-K.
In [5], the authors have introduced Caratheodory solutions and Fillipov solutions for discontinuous systems. Analogically, the solution for the system S
can be defined in the same way but in the sense of H-K integral, for example,
we can define its Caratheodory solutions as
Z t
x(t) = x(t0 ) +
fq (x(s))ds, t > t0
t0

where the integral is H-K integral for almost everywhere. Since the fact that H-K
integral is much more general than Lebesgue (or Riemann) integral, properties
of function for Lebesgue integral are also satisfied for H-K integral. And this is
the same for Fillipov solutions.
9

Remark 2 From Assumption 2, one can also obtain that γ(y) is H-K integrable.
But it is not sufficient only assuming that γ(y) is H-K integrable. To highlight
this point, one example is given below.
Example 3 Define γ : [0, b[→ R, with γ(y) = y1 sin y12 for y 6= 0 and γ(0) = 0.
Hence γ is H-K integrable [12]. Now considering the following dynamic:
ṗ = γ(y)(q − qF ) =

1
1
sin 2 (q − qF )
y
y

(14)

which has a Caratheodory solution in the H-K meaning for sufficiently smooth
(q − qF ), but does not have Caratheodory solution if the considered integral are
restricted to Lebesgue. Nevertheless, it is important to mention that for a particular (q − qF ) , as for example q − qF = sign(sin y12 ) equation (14) has also no
Caratheodory solution in the H-K meaning.

3.2

Observability analysis

As discussed above, H-K integral includes Riemann and Lebesgue integral.
Therefor, we adopt this integral definition here in order to treat the more general
case, even if Lebesgue integral is enough at most of time.
Then define the observability as follows:
Definition 2 Constructively Regularly Weakly Locally Observability: Switched
system with Zeno phenomenon or high switching frequency is said to be Constructively Regularly Weakly Locally Observable (CRWLO), if there exists at
least one observer for the considered system such that the error between the
observation and the original state is locally asymptotically stable.
3.2.1

Observability for the first basic form

Theorem 4 Under Assumption 1, the form S ′ (1) with Zeno phenomenon or
high switching frequency, is CRWLO.
Theorem 4 is evident, since the observability of the continuous states z are
independent to the discrete state q. Moreover, RWLO can be guaranteed even
without any knowledge on q for this form.
3.2.2

Observability for the second basic form

In order to analyze the observability for the second basic form, we need two
more assumptions:
Assumption 3 The pair (y, α(z)) of form S ′ (2) is CRWLO.
Assumption 1 and Assumption 3 imply that there exists an observer ẑ for the
pair (y, α(z)), given by
ẑ˙
ŷ

= β(ẑ, y, ŷ)
= ẑ1
10

(15)
(16)

and the continuous state observation error e = z − ẑ is exponentially stable, so
there exists a Lyapunov function V (e) such that
V̇ (e) =

∂V
(α(z) − β(ẑ, y, ŷ)) < −KV (e)
∂e

(17)

where K > 0. Then, with the same Lyapunov function V and the observer ẑ
for the form S ′ (2) designed as follows
ẑ˙ = β(ẑ, y, ŷ) + γ(y)qF

(18)

Theorem 5 Under Assumptions 1, 2, 3 and with the knowledge of qF , the form
S ′ (2) with Zeno phenomenon or high switching frequency, is CRWLO.
Proof 3 According to (18), the corresponding observation error e of continuous
state will change to
ė = α(z) − β(ẑ, y, ŷ) + γ(y)(q − qF )
Let ǫ = e − p, where p is defined in (12), then dynamic of ǫ can be written
ǫ̇ = α(z) − β(ẑ, y, ŷ)
Adopt the same Lyapunov function V of observer (15)-(16) on ǫ, and compute
its derivation
∂V
V̇ =
(α(z) − β(ẑ, y, ŷ))
∂ǫ
Applying Taylor expansion on vector
V̇

=

∂V
∂ǫ

around −p, one can easily obtain

∂V
|e (α(z) − β(ẑ, y, ŷ)) −
∂e
∂2V
|e (O(p) ⊗ (α(z) − β(ẑ, y, ŷ))) + O(kpk2 )
∂e2

where limkpk→0 O(kpk) = 0. Then thanks to (13) and (17), it has
V̇

< −KV (e) +

∂2V
|e (O(p) ⊗ (α(z) − β(ẑ, y, ŷ))) +
∂e2

|O(kpk2 )|
< −KV (e) + |O(ε)|
Consequently, it is possible to set ε ≪ Vd which guarantees that there exists a
small M > 0 such that |O(ε)| < M Vd . Then ∀Vd > 0, and ∀e ∈ {e : V (e) ≥ Vd },
it has
V̇ < −K ′ V (e)
where K ′ = K − M > 0.
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3.2.3

Observability for the extended form

The extended form is just the composition of the two basic forms, for which the
observability have been discussed in the previous subsections. Consequently,
one can easily conclude the following proposition.
Proposition 6 Under Assumptions 1, 2, 3 and with the knowledge of qF , the
form S ′ (3) with Zeno phenomenon or high switching frequency, is CRWLO.

3.3

Observability for system S

The following Corollary can be directly concluded from Theorem 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
and Proposition 6.
Corollary 7 Under Assumptions 1, 2, 3 and with the knowledge of qF , system
S with Zeno phenomenon or high switching frequency is CRWLO, if conditions
in Theorem 1 (or Theorem 2, 3) are satisfied.

4

Simulations

The objective of this section is to highlight the efficiencies of the observability
for proposed forms with Zeno phenomenon or high switching frequency. Without loss of generality, we just use the same example expressed in Example 1
and 2, while we build a new example for the first basic form. To simulate
the Zeno phenomenon, the discrete state q is driven by a function defined as
σ(t) = 3+sign(w(t))
with w(t) the Gaussian random process. Afterwards, to
2
simulate the filtered discrete signal qF , a low pass filter with cutoff frequency
fc = 100Hz is used, where we must guarantee that fc is bigger than the bandwidth of system. At the end, to built the observer, ALIEN method (an numerical algebraic differential method) [18], high gain method [3] and sliding mode
method [10] are respectively adopted. All ODEs in simulations are implemented
with solver “db45”.
Simulation 1 (The first basic observability form) To verify the observability of form S ′ (1), we design a simple system as

 ż1 = z2
ż2 = −2z1 + z1 q
(19)

y = z1
Easily, one can apply an observer based on the second order sliding mode method
to estimate z2 . And the simulation results are shown in Fig. 2(A).

Simulation 2 (The second basic observability form) Using high gain method
to build an observer for system (7), we can easily write the observer as below
ẑ˙ = α(ẑ) + γqF (y) − K (ẑ1 − y)
where K = (100, 100)T . The observation for z2 is shown in Fig. 2(B).
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Figure 2: A: z2 of system (19) and its observation using sliding mode
ẑ2 (0) = 0; B: ẑ2 of system (7) and its observation using high gain method
ẑ2 (0) = 0; C: ẑ2 of system (10) and its observation using ALIEN method
ẑ2 (0) = 0; D: ẑ3 of system (10) and its observation using high gain method
ẑ3 (0) = 0.

with
with
with
with

Simulation 3 (The extended observability form) Considering system (10),
we use ALIEN method to observe z2 and high gain method to observe z3 with
K = (100, 100)T . The results3 are shown in Fig. 2(C, D).

5

Conclusion

This paper mainly discusses the observability, defined as Constructive Regularly
Weakly Locally Observability (CRWLO), for a class of switched system with
Zeno phenomenon or high switching frequency. Particularly, three observability
forms are proposed, and sufficient and necessary conditions for the existence
of diffeomorphism that can transform systems into each form are presented.
On the other hand, CRWLO for each forms are proved under some reasonable
3 The time delay for observation using ALIEN method has been compensated in all simulations, and the technology for compensation is presented in [18].
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assumptions. Moreover, open problems such as the case of multi-output or
switching with state jumps also can be investigated in the same method proposed
in this paper.
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